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Summary 

Common-angle wave-equation migration using the double- 
square-root is generally less accurate than the common-shot mi- 
gration because the wavefield continuation equation for thc for- 
mer involves additional approximations compared to that for the 
latter. We present a common-angle wave-equation migration 
that has the same accuracy as common-shot wave-equation mi- 
gration. An image obtained from common-angle migration is a 
four- to five-dimensional output volume for 3D cases. We pro- 
pose a normal-reflection imaging condition for common-angle 
migration to produce a 3D output volume for 3D migration. 
The image is closely related to the normal-reflection coefficients 
at interfaces. This imaging condition will allow amplitude- 
preserving migration to generate an image with clear physical 
meaning. 

Introduction 

As exploration for new natural resources takes place in com- 
plex regions that are increasingly difficult to image and increas- 
ingly expensive to drill, there are more challenging demands 
placed on our ability to accurately characterize complex regions 
for reliable resource assessment. These demands are particu- 
larly pronounced for regions like deepwater or those containing 
sub-salt structures in the United States Gulf of Mexico. Im- 
ages obtained from the angle domain provide more informa- 
tion about reflector physical properties than conventional mi- 
gration imagcs. This has led to a great interest in cominon- 
angle wave-equation migration, because compared to Kirchhoff 
migration, wave-equation migration has the potential to pro- 
duce more-accurate and better-quality images of complex struc- 
tures (Fehler and Huang, 2002). 

Most current common-angle wave-equation migration is 
based on the double-square-root opcralor (Mosher and Foster, 
2000; Kuehl and Sacchi, 2001; Jin et al., 2002). They often 
need to make additional approximations in the wavefield down- 
ward continuation equation for common-shot migration (e.g. Jin 
et al., 2002). This makes the common-angle migration less ac- 
curate than common-shot migration. 

In this paper, we present a common-angle wave-equation 
migration method that uses common-shot gathers and maintains 
the accuracy of the wavefield downward continuation equation. 
A common-angle migration image is a four- to five-dimensional 
output volume for 3D cases (Xie and Wu, 2002). The size 
of such 4D to 5D images for large three-dimensional imaging 
problems is huge, and it is very difficult to analyze those im- 
ages due to high dimensionality and large data volume. 

The reflection coefficient at an interface is a function of 
incidenceheflection angle as well as the contrast in properties 
across the interface. The conventional imaging condition sim- 
ply combines images for all different incidencekeflection an- 
gles, and the corresponding image is not well related to physics. 

Because the physical meaning of such an image is not clear, the 
interpretation of migration results cannot be well founded in 
terms of physics. 

In this paper, we propose a new niigriition imaging con- 
dition that combines common-angle images for dif€erent in- 
cidcnce/reflection angles using an angle-dependcnt weight. 
Therefore, the output volume of this imaging condition will 
be thrce dimensional for 3D cases, rather than four- to five- 
dimensional. The new image is the normal-reflection image that 
is proportional to the normal-reflection coefficients at interfaces 
for amplitudepreserving migration. 

Common-angle wave-equation migration 

Wc present in the following a conmon-angle wave-equation 
migration scheme using common-shot gathers. The migration 
image I ( $ ,  z )  for common-shot wrrve-cquation migration for 
2D cases is given by 

or by 

I ( a , z )  = -- C i w l / , ( z , t ; w ) U : ( z , z ; w ) ,  (2) 
W 

where i = 67, (z, z )  is thc space position, w is the circular 
frequency, U, is the downward-continued recorded-wavefield 
obtained using a wave-equation migration propagator, U, is the 
incident wavefield from a source, aiid “*” represents the com- 
plex conjugate. 

The horizontal component of ray parameter for reflections 
can be written in terms of the wavenumber and the circular fre- 
quency as 

(3) 

where k ,  is the horizontal component of wavenuinber, Or is the 
angle between the refection and vertical directioiis (see Fig- 
ure I), ‘and w(z, z )  is the velocity at position ( a ,  z) .  

For common-angle migration, we obtain an image for a 
given value of P,‘ by selecting one value of k., €or each w. 
Therefore, UT in equation (1) or (2) is obtaincd from 

U v ( ~ c , X ; w )  = 3 - ’ { ~ T ( k ~ ’ z ; w ) ~ ( l c z ) } ,  (4) 

where F-’ denotes the inverse Fourier transform over kr, and 
F ( k x )  is a narrow-bandpass filtering function such as a Butter- 
worth filter (see Figure 2a), which is 1.0 at a given value of k, 
and is very small at k,. other than the given value. 

For a given ray parameter F‘: and a given circular frequency 
w ,  the corresponding wavenumber k,, may not be at a discrete 
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FIG. 1. Illustration of the angle between reflection and vertical 
direction (eT), the angle between the normal and vertical direc- 
tions (On) ,  and the reflection angle 8 at a location “A” on an 
interface “S”. 

point of k,, but lies between the discrete points k,, and I C e , + ,  
(see Figure 2b). For such cases, we use the wavefields at IC,, 
and to linearly interpolate the wavefield at ICxj .  

In the same way as above, one can also obtain common- 
angle images for different values of ray parameter Pi for in- 
cident wavefields. This will produce five-dimensional output 
image volume for 3D cases (Xie and Wu, 2002) 

The common-angle wave-equation migration propagator 
in the common-shot domain has the same accuracy as the 
common-shot wave-equation migration propagator, and is more 
accurate than the corresponding common-angle wave-equation 
migration in the offset domain that involves additional approxi- 
mations in the propagator for common-shot migration. 

Normal-reflection imaging condition 

The conventional migration imaging condition (1) or (2) 
gives an image that combines different incidence and reflection 
angles, and therefore, the physical meaning of the image is not 
clear. 

Common-angle migration images can provide images as a 
function of incidence/reflection angles, but the image volumes 
are three to four dimensions for 2D cases, and four to five di- 
mensions for 3D cases. The sizes of the image volumes are sig- 
nificantly larger than conventional images obtained using equa- 
tion (1) or (2). In addition, it would very difficult to visualize 
an image that is larger than three dimensions. 

In the AVO (amplitude-versus-offset) studies, the reflection 
coefficient R at an interface is expanded in terms of the re- 
flection angle 8 and approximated (Shuey, 1985; Simmons, Jr. 
and Backus, 1994). For scalar waves in constant-density media, 
such an approximation can be simplified as (e.g. eerveng and 
Lloyd, 2001) 

i k-x 

(a) Narrow-bandpass Butterworth filter 
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(b) Linear interpolation 

FIG. 2. (a) A very narrow-bandpass Butterworth filter used as F 
in equation (4). (b) The wavefield at k,, is obtained by linearly 
interpolating those at IC,, and IC,, . 

where Rn is the reflection coefficient for normal incidence, and 
the reflection angle 6’ = e (x ,  z )  is given by (see Figure 1) 

le(x,z)I = lQT(xc,z) - Qn(x,z)l, (6) 

where 8, can be calculated from a smoothed slowness model, 
and eT can be obtained using equation (3), 

e&, z )  = sin-’ [P: v(2, z) ]  . (7) 

Equation (5) is accurate for small angles of reflec- 
tion (eervenf and Lloyd, 2001). The reflection angles at in- 
terfaces are usually small due to limited recording apertures in 
the real data acquisition, particularly for deep reflectors. 

From equation (3, we have 

h ( 2 ,  z )  M R(z,  z ;  0) cos’ 6 ’ .  (8) 

Therefore, we propose the following imaging condition: 
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FIG. 3. A 21) slice ofthe SI!G/EAGE. Milt model. The salt body 
is shown in black. 

where 1 (x, z ;  0) is the common-angle migration image. The 
image In (2, x )  obt;iincd from equation (9) can be considered 
as an image that is proportional to the normal rcllcction cocffi- 
cient at each interlace position. Therefoie, the imagc J1%(x, z )  
is termed Ihc normal-rcflection imagc. 'This imagc has the same 
dimension as that of'the imagc spacc. 

Migration E:xamples 

We used a common-shot dataset for a 2D slice of the 
SEGIEAGE salt model (Aminzadeh et al., 1996) shown i n  Fig- 
ure 3 to produce normal-reflection images. 'I'he dataset was gen- 
erated by O'Brien and Gray ( 1  906) using; a full-wave-equation 
finite-differcnct: scheme. The synthetic dataset conkins 32.5 
common-shot gathers, and each shot-gather consists of 176 re- 
ceivcrs with an interval of 24.384 m. 'The shot interval is twice 
the receiver sp.ncing. The model was defined in a grid with the 
horizontal and vertical grid r;l>acings of both 24.384 m. The 
frequency range used for migration was 2-30 Hz. 

Figures 4(a)-(c) ai e normal-reflection images obtained us- 
ing different ranget, of reflection angle during common-angle 
migration. For comparison, a conventional inrgration image 
is shown in Figure 4(d). All migrations were conducted us- 
ing the glohally optimized Fourier finite-difference migration 
method (Iluang and Fchlcr, 2000). Figures 4(a)-(c) contains 
fewer numerical artifacts within and beneath the salt body than 
Figure 4(rl). 

Figure S shows differences among normal-reflection images 
in Figures 4(a)--(c). The differences of images beneath the salt 
body shown in Figure 5(a) are small. This demonstratcs that 
the incidencc/reflection angle!, at interfaces in those regions are 
mostly less than 15". The difference shown in Figure S(b) is 
insignificant and therelore, the incidencc/rellection anglcs at in- 
terfaces for the common-shot datasel for the salt model in Fig- 
ure 3 are mostly less than 30". 

Ultimately, many other factors such as amplitude-preserving 
and limitedBlumination effects must be ttakcn into account to 
obtain a realistic normal-reflection image that is proportional to 
normal reflcction cocfficients. 

Concliisions 

We have proposed a common-angle wave-equation migra- 
tion using common-shot gathers. It can generate more accurate 
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(a) Normal-reflection image for B 5 15" 
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(b) Normal-reflection image for B 5 30" 
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(c) Normal-reflection image for 0 5 45" 
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(d) Conventional migration image 

FIG. 4. (a)-(c) are normal-reflection images for different ranges 
of reflection angle and (d) is a migration image obtained using 
imaging a conventional imaging condition (2). 

common-angle images than methods based on the survey sink- 
ing (or the double-square-root) because the former does not in- 
volve any approximations used in the latter. However, the size 
of 4D to 5D images of common-cangle migration for large three- 
dimensional imaging problems is huge, and it is very difficult to 
analyze such images due to their high dimensionality and huge 
data volume. 

To reduce the data volume of common-angle migration im- 
ages and obtain a migration image with a clear physical mean- 
ing, we have developed a ncw migration imaging condition to 
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(b) Differcrice between images in Figures 4(b) and (c). 

FIG. 5. Differences among the normal-reflection images in Fig- 
ure 4. 

producc a normal-reflectioii image. Such an image is propor- 
tional to the riornd-refleclion coefficients at interfaces. The 
normal-reflection imaging condition pmposcrl in this papcr can 
also be applied to the cominon-angle Kirchhoff tnigration (Xu 
et al., 2001). 
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